Long gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) associated with supernovae and short GRBs with Extended Emission (SGRBEE) from mergers are probably powered by black holes as a common inner engine, as their prompt GRB emission satisfies the same Amati correlation in the E p,i − E iso plane. We introduce modified Bardeen equations to identify hyper-accretion driving newly formed black holes in core-collapse supernovae to nearextremal spin as a precursor to prompt GRB emission. Subsequent spin-down is observed in the BATSE catalog of long GRBs. Spin-down provides a natural unification of long durations associated with the lifetime of black hole spin for normal long GRBs and SGRBEEs, given the absence of major fallback matter in mergers. The results point to major emissions unseen in high frequency gravitational waves. A novel matched filtering method is described for LIGO-Virgo and KAGRA broadband probes of nearby core-collapse supernovae at essentially maximal sensitivity.
Introduction
Long gamma-ray bursts (LGRBs) associated with supernovae (Woosley 1993 ) and short GRBs with Extended Emission (SGRBEE) satisfy the same Amati correlation in the E p,i − E iso plane, including long GRBs with no association to supernovae (LGRBN; Amati et al. 2002; van Putten et al. 2014a) . It points to black holes as a common inner engine to extended soft GRB emission. Long durations attributed to a state of suspended accretion (van Putten & Ostriker 2001 ) hereby point to rapidly rotating black holes in both normal long GRBs and SGRBEEs (van Putten et al. 2014a) . We hereby challenge the conventional association of prompt GRB emission from hyper-accretion onto black holes (e.g. Woosley 1993; Piran 2004; Kumar et al. 2008) . Instead, we propose that the lifetime of black hole spin is a secular time scale common to normal long GRBs and SGRBEEs (van Putten & Levinson 2003) . However, newly formed black holes in core-collapse supernovae do experience a phase of hyper-accretion that generally leads to a surge in their mass and spin. Quite generally, therefore, these newly formed black holes may evolve, after birth if kick velocities are sufficiently low, through possibly two phases of surge and spin-down. These phases offer possibly interesting windows to accompanying gravitational wave emission. Fig. 1 gives a schematic overview of GRBs from rotating black holes. Fig. 1 .-Overview of GRBs from rotating black holes originating in mergers of neutron stars with another neutron star (NS-NS, left) or stellar mass black hole (NS-BH, middle) and core-collapse supernovae (CC-SN, right). The GRB is produced by the resulting black hole-disk or torus system with low mass (LMBH) or high mass black hole (HMBH). NS-NS produces a low mass black hole with high but non-extremal spin following an intermediate phase of a super-massive near-extremal neutron star (Baiotti et al. 2008; van Putten 2013) . The outcome of NS-BH mergers depends largely on the state of the BH in the progenitor binary, unless its mass and spin are low. Black hole formation in a CC-SN passes through hyper-accretion along a (modified) Bardeen trajectory, causing the black hole to surge to high mass and spin. Soft extended emission (EE) is identified with spin down of rapidly rotating black holes, producing SGRBEEs or LGRBs with no supernovae (LGRBN) from mergers involving rapidly rotating black holes and normal LGRBs from CC-SNe. This common origin of EEs finds is supported by a shared Amati-correlation. For LGRBs from CC-SNe, we here consider newly formed black holes as GRB inner engines evolving by hyper-accretion and interaction with surrounding high density matter. To this end, we introduce a new system of modified Bardeen equations to describe evolution in the presence of ultra-relativistic black hole outflows. At canonical efficiencies, the black hole is hereby shown to proceed to a near-extremal state. Yet, BATSE light curves of long GRBs reveal spin-down of initially rapidly rotating black holes (van Putten 2012) . In the present work, we shall argue that hyper-accretion onto black holes serves as a precursor to the observed prompt GRB emission during the subsequent phase of spin down. Over the course of tens of seconds, spin down exhausts essentially all of the spin energy E r of the putative black hole, essentially unseen in the relatively limited energies observed in the true energy in gamma-rays E γ and kinetic energies in supernovae E SN .
To characterize inner engines powered by spin down of rotating black holes, we shall introduce calorimetric ratios of the energy output in various channels relative to the rotational energy E r of the black hole. A near-extremal Kerr black hole of mass M satisfies
as follows from the Kerr metric of rotating black holes (Kerr et al. 1963) . It amply accounts for the true energy in gamma-rays E γ of about 10 51 erg (Frail et al. 2001; Ghirlanda et al. 2006 Ghirlanda et al. , 2013 and the kinetic energy in the most hyper-energetic GRB-supernovae. E γ is believed to derive from dissipation of E j in ultra-relativistic baryon-poor jets (BPJ Levinson & Eichler 1993 ) at a canonical efficiencies ǫ implies a remarkably small ratio (Table 1 )
In exhausting E r , an extremely minor fraction channels into E j (unless efficiencies are anomalously low). Note that E γ of SGRBEEs tends to be less than E γ of normal long GRBs, perhaps by different initial states at the onset of their soft extended emission. Table 1 further shows similarly small
for the kinetic energy E SN in accompanying supernovae, here associated with ejection by magnetic winds at an efficiency η (van Putten et al. 2011, and references therein) . E SN points to additional baryon-rich disk winds which also cannot account for E r . Exceptionally energetic events such as GRB 031203/SN2003lw and GRB 030329/SN2003dh require E r about an order of magnitude in excess of the maximal energy E c ≃ 3 × 10 52 erg of a rapidly spinning neutron star.
In the absence of magnetic fields, accretion tends to settle down to thin disks (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) . With magnetic fields, open outflows may be launched from rotating black holes and the accretion disk (Blandford & Znajek 1977; Blandford & Payne 1982; Thorne et al. 1986; Thorne 1988) . A potentially different picture may result from dynamically strong magnetic fields, when the Alfvén speed reaches the hydrodynamic sound speed. Open outflows may then appear at enhanced accretion efficiency (Narayan et al. 2003; McKinney et al. 2012; Zamanisasab 2014) , possibly at extreme luminosities by intermittency (van Putten 2015) by feedback onto matter at the Innermost Stable Circular Orbit (ISCO) mediated by horizon Maxwell stresses (Riuffini & Wilson 1975 ) through an inner torus magnetosphere (van Putten 1999a,b; van Putten & Ostriker 2001) . Conceivably, feedback brings accretion to a halt. Different accretion states hereby produce McKinney et al. 2012 ) representing a minor, respectively, major output in BPJ relative to the energy E D dissipated in the inner disk or torus. Summarizing the above, a black hole spin down phase satisfies
where R D = E D /E r and R S denotes the fraction of spin energy dissipated unseen in the black hole event horizon, merely to increase the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. By (2-3), (5) reduces to
Quite generally, the newly formed black hole evolves through the combined effect of massinflow and Maxwell horizon stress. The former may derive from matter plunging in from the ISCO and injection by pair creation induced by the neutrino flux coming off the accretion disk (Woosley 1993) . The black hole tends to spin up (down) whenever the former is dominant (sub-dominant) over the latter according to a critical hyper-accretion rate (Globus & Levinson 2014 ). This may be probed by the secular evolution of GRB light curves, produced by BPJs induced by frame dragging about the spin axis of rotating black holes.
We set out to model the two different evolutionary phases of black holes by hyper-accretion and interaction with matter at the ISCO, the first based on a new system of modified Bardeen equations. We next revisit a split horizon flux topology supporting E j and a major output to the ISCO and discuss the lifetime of black hole spin unifying long GRBs and SGRBEEs. Model predictions are confronted with the BATSE data and Table 1 with a discussion on implications for upcoming probes by gravitational wave detectors LIGO-Virgo and KAGRA. 
Bardeen accretion with outflows
In Bardeen accretion, the black hole of mass M and angular momentum J = aM evolves by matter plunging in from the ISCO (Bardeen 1970; King et al. 2006) with energy e = 1 − 2/3z and angular momentum j = (2M/3 √ 3)(1 + 2 √ 3z − 2), where z = r ISCO /M of the radius of the ISCO in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates of the Kerr metric. Accretion is believed to be mediated by large eddy turbulent viscosity (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) . If mediated turbulence, e.g., by the magneto-rotational instability (MRI; , magnetic flux forcefully advects onto the event horizon. This may lead to the formation of magnetized jet that, in the force-free limit, carries off an angular momentum flux 2L j /Ω H to infinity at a luminosity L j (Blandford & Znajek 1977) . The black hole evolution hereby satisfies
The limit L j = 0 has the integral zM 2 = const. (Bardeen 1970 In the Bardeen limit L j = 0, Thorne (1974) points out that Bardeen accretion results in nearextremal Kerr black holes with a dimensionless spin parameter limited to a/M ≃ 0.998 (λ = 0.9597) due to radiation losses from the inner disk itself. Correspondingly, the black hole angular velocity and rotational energy are limited to 84.25% and 92.49% of their maximal values for a given M (2M Ω H = 0.8425, [sin(λ/4)/ sin(π/8)] 2 = 0.9249). This extremum defines the Thorne limit of Bardeen accretion.
Spin down of black holes to moderate values of a/M requires large efficiencies, e.g., from intermittency (van Putten 1999a; McKinney et al. 2012; van Putten 2015) ). If L j represents an opening outflow supported by horizon flux over the full hemisphere of the black hole, E j can then be a substantial fraction of E r . For the prompt GRB phase, this is ruled out by R jr << 1. (7) of black hole accretion with outflows allow for solutions keeping selected properties of the black hole constant, here parameterized by accretion efficiency in creating outflows. Shown are the critical lines of accretion efficiency in L j = ǫeṁ for which Ω ISCO , a/M or Ω H are constant. At the lowest efficiencies, the results reduce to Bardeen accretion, for which these quantities are naturally increasing.
Small E γ from split horizon flux
Interactions of near-extremal black holes is facilitated by an equilibrium value of Carter's magnetic moment µ H = QJ/M (Carter 1968) in the lowest energy state. It preserves essentially maximal horizon flux in exposure to an external magnetic field from an inner accretion disk. A split of horizon flux into open outflows from a polar cap and a surrounding torus magnetosphere facilitates a minor ratio of E j to the total energy dissipation E D in the inner disk (van Putten & Levinson 2003) ,
in the presence of strong interactions with surrounding matter at the ISCO. Determined essentially by the Kerr metric, it obtains model light curves for the prompt GRB emission with essentially no free parameters, assuming a linear relationship between the luminosity in gamma-rays and in ultra-relativistic outflows from the black hole. The result can be confronted with light curves from BATSE.
Black holes of zero electric charge expel external magnetic flux according to (Wald 1974; Dokuchaev 1986; Thorne et al. 1986 ) Φ 0 H = 4πM 2 cos λ, where sin λ = a/M (van Putten 1999b). This effect can be safely neglected in models of magnetic outflows from slowly spinning black holes (Blandford & Znajek 1977) . For extremal black holes (λ = ±π/2), interactions are preserved by an equilibrium µ e H upon acquiring a finite equilibrium electric charge (Wald 1974; Riuffini & Wilson 1975) , that represents the minimum of E ≃ Q 2 /2r H −µ H B at Q e ≃ BJ(R H /M ) (van Putten 2001b) with associated dipole magnetic flux φ(Q) = 4πQ e M Ω H (Wald 1974; Dokuchaev 1986) . Here, r H denotes the radius of the event horizon in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. A similar result obtains from a solution of the Grad-Shavranov equation (Lee et al. 2001 ). The total horizon flux is Φ e H = Φ 0 Carter 1968; Cohen et al. 1973) , as an exact solution in the approximation of a Wald field (Wald 1974) . See further Lee et al. (2001) . µ e H is particularly important to nearly extremal black holes that may form in the Thorne (1974) limit of Bardeen (1970) accretion. Since Q e ≃ BJ develops on a light crossing time scale of the black hole, equilibrium is preserved also in the presence of turbulence.
µ e H can support open flux out to infinity from polar caps in the limit of vanishing accretion, the remaining connected to matter at the ISCO via a surrounding torus magnetosphere. This split is a different in topology from in earlier works (Riuffini & Wilson 1975; Blandford & Znajek 1977) . It implies small values R jD , as most of the black hole output is onto matter at the ISCO orbiting at Ω ISCO = M −1 /(z 3/2 + a/M ), z = r ISCO /M (Bardeen 1972) . When Ω H > Ω ISCO , the black hole may spin down, corresponding to a/M > 0.36; a/M > 0.4433 to disks with outflows in magnetic winds (van Putten 2012), at the sub-critical accretion rates of Globus & Levinson (2014) . 
Near-extremal onset in BATSE
Alternatively to (7) is evolution by Maxwell stresses alone (van Putten 2012)
with κ ≃ uM , where u ≃ 1/15 is the ratio of total energy E B,p in poloidal magnetic field relative to the kinetic energy E k of a torus at the ISCO. Roughly, the specific kinetic energy satisfies e k ≃ 1 2 v 2 e, where v = M zΩ ISCO . In contrast to (7), (9) posits a major interaction with matter at the ISCO contemporaneously with a minor output L j in a BPJ supported by µ e H , even in the absence of accretion. It implies enhanced dissipation D in a surrounding torus with R jD << 1. According the black hole luminosity L H = −Ṁ (van Putten 1999b) in (9), the lifetime of a black hole-torus system is the lifetime of black hole spin, determined by the dimensionless mass σ T = M T /M of the torus as (van Putten & Levinson 2003) T spin ≃ 30 s σ T 0.01 In the split horizon flux topology, a model light curve of prompt GRB emission obtains from open outflows subtended by a half-opening angle θ H on the event horizon. We consider θ H = θ H (t) to be positively correlated to the ISCO with
H in a leading order Taylor series expansion in z. Integrating (9) The results of §2-3 point to favorable initial conditions for black hole spin-down after hyperaccretion has ceded, i.e., after a near-extremal state in spin. The resulting energy output onto matter at the ISCO may be self-regulated by feedback through cooling in gravitational waves (van Putten 2012) and mass-injection (Globus & Levinson 2014) . Fourier coefficient 
Probing nearby CC-SNe for GWs
Based on this outlook, we propose surveying all nearby energetic core-collapse supernovae as targets of opportunity for probes by upcoming gravitational wave detectors (Heo et al. 2015) in searches for long duration gravitational wave emission from accretion induced collapse of a neutron star (Melatos & Priymak 2014) , hyper-accreting black holes (Kobayashi & Meszaros 2003; Piro & Pfahl 2007) and non-axisymmetric motion at the ISCO (van Putten 2001b).
To this end, we recently developed a Time Sliced Matched Filtering (TSMF, van Putten et al. (2011b); van Putten (2015) ), that exploits phase coherence in the anticipated emissions on intermediate time scales. Using banks of millions of templates, TSMF densely covers the frequency range and frequency time rate-of-change. In van Putten (2015), the power of this method is demonstrated by identifying the broadband Kolmogorov spectra in light curves of long GRBs up to 1 kHz (in the observer's frame of reference), extracted from BeppoSAX light curves with, on average, merely 1.26 photons in each bin of 500 µs.
In the present discussion, we seek an application of this method to the strain detector output of gravitational wave detectors probing hyper-energetic CC-SNe in the Local Universe. For these, the theoretical upper bound for the effective dimensionless strain after ideal matched filtering satisfies (van Putten 2001a) where D = 100D 2 Mpc, M = 10M 1 M ⊙ and E GW = 0.1E GW −1 M ⊙ denotes the energy output in gravitational waves. Fig. 6 shows synthetic broadband shot-noise typical for the high frequency gravitational strain output of LIGO-Virgo and KAGRA. Fig. 7 shows the spectrum extracted by our TSMF after application of a bank of over 8 million chirp templates of one second duration, representative for an observation when no signal is expected, i.e., away from the time-of-onset of a core-collapse supernova event. These chirp templates probe coherent features that slowly change in frequency over an intermediate duration τ = 1 s. We then inject model signals, here of long duration broadband chirps illustrative for gravitational wave emission from matter at the ISCO around a black hole spinning down, and calculate the difference in spectra with and without injection. We define the S/N ratio of this difference by the mean over standard deviation in bumps as shown. Within a factor of two, TSMF recovers the theoretical limit of S/N in the proposed broadband detection method. TSMF hereby suffices for source detection, sacrificing all identification of detailed temporal signal behavior.
Following our injection experiment, the true effective strain in TSMF satisfies (van Putten et al. 2011b )
where the duration T 90 of the burst is here identified with the durations of tens of seconds of long GRBs (van Putten et al. 2011b ). The results point to a sensitivity distance of about 100 Mpc for advanced LIGO at high laser power operation (LIGO 2010) . For the proposed source detection by adding results of each chirp template matched filtering in the frequency domain as shown in Fig.  7 , the true effective strain obtained will be between the limits (11) and (12).
Conclusions and outlook
A combination of phenomenological evidence points to a common origin of GRBs from rotating black holes with spin down during the phase of soft EE, rather than spin down of rapidly rotating neutron stars or magnetars. In particular, we mention
• the Amati-correlation common to soft EE from SGRBEE, LGRBN and normal LGRBs (van Putten et al. 2014a) . Since the merger origin of the former almost certainly produce black hole inner engines, LGRBs hereby derive from the same;
• no bump in the smooth high frequency extension of the Kolmogorov spectrum up to a few kHz in the comoving frame of long GRBs in BeppoSax light curves of bright LGRBs, indicating no trace of proto-pulsars (van Putten 2015);
• spin down in matched filtering analysis of the BATSE catalogue, showing remarkably consistency for spin down against high density matter at the ISCO for events with relatively long duration events T 90 > 20 s (Fig. 5) ;
• the lifetime of rotating black holes provides natural secular time scale of tens of seconds in the merger scenario of SGRBs involving rotating black holes, allowing soft extended emissions in SGRBEEs and
LGRBNe of similar durations in the absence of long duration hyper-accretion;
• the existence of hyper-energetic events that defy the energy limits of rotating neutron stars or magnetars (Table 1) , unless considerable energy also derives from disk winds emanating from hyper-accretion flows onto (proto-)neutron stars;
The third item in particular points to near-extremal black holes at the onset of long duration prompt emission in LGRBs. We identify these near-extremal states with the result of hyperaccretion in a precursor phase followed by prompt GRB emission during spin-down. Most of the black hole spin energy is herein dissipated and radiated off in gravitational waves in the surrounding high density matter, i.e., R jD < 1 with accompanying small values of the first two calorimetric ratios R jr and R kr . The lifetime of black hole spin herein gives a natural unification of long durations in
LGRBs from core-collapse events and SGRBEEs from mergers. In exhausting E r , major emissions unseen are anticipated in gravitational waves and MeV neutrinos in light of the remarkably small ratios R jr and R kr . Our anticipated small ratio R jD points to a major output in gravitational wave emission that may be probed by LIGO-Virgo and KAGRA in nearby hyper-energetic CCSNe, possibly identified in dedicated surveys (Heo et al. 2015) . Detection of this output by the proposed TSMF promises true calorimetry on the inner engine of the most energetic transients in the Universe.
Gravitational wave detection offers a unique window to the detailed observation of formation and evolution of black hole inner engines in CC-SNe. It may solve a number of open questions that are otherwise difficult to constrain with any certainty. Here, we mention just two constraints on the inner engine of GRBs that are challenging to constrain from existing electromagnetic observations.
For
LGRBs, successful break-out puts some constraint on relativistic outflows from the inner engine. In the limit of relativistic hydrodynamics, continuous outflows lasting at least some ten seconds are required (Bromberg et al. 2011; Lazzati et al. 2012 ). In the limit of relativistic MHD, this requirement is relaxed by intermittency producing long-lived magnetic ejecta (van Putten 2015) . Yet, a minimum activity time of about ten seconds may be inferred from observations (van Putten 2012; Bromberg et al. 2014) , suggesting that early dissipation to an effectively hydrodynamic jet might indeed have occurred (Levinson & Begelman 2013) . Whether a similar constraint carries over to the limit of Poynting flux dominated outflows (Bromberg et al. 2015 ) is unclear.
The present model for prompt GRB emission from initially near-extremal black holes opens a window to precursor outflows during the prior surge during hyper-accretion along a modified Bardeen trajectory. The light curve thus produced would asymptote to a relatively flat plateau, which is not consistent with normalized light curves extracted from the BATSE catalogue (Fig. 3 in van Putten & Gupta 2009 ). Relatively few GRBs, both short and long, give evidence of such precursors (e.g. Toja et al. 2010 , and references therein), that might be accounted for by the activity of the central engine. Conceivably, additional structure of outflows from hyper-accreting black hole disk systems is different from black hole torus systems in suspended accretion, e.g., in luminosity and the degree of collimation. If so, the paucity of precursors could be an observational selection effect. Furthermore, the transition to the proposed suspended accretion state should be prompt, at the point when hyper-accretion drops below the Globus & Levinson (2014) critical value for hyperaccretion along the proposed modified Bardeen trajectory. Below this critical value, feedback from the black hole sets in, bringing hyper-accretion to a halt leaving an essentially Poynting flux dominated torus magnetosphere around the black hole (van Putten 1999b) . At this point, a relatively minor amount of mass in the ensuing torus suffices, to support the required super-strong magnetic fields (van Putten & Levinson 2003) .
A direct observation on the activity of the inner engine in CC-SNe by gravitational wave emissions promises to identify the detailed activity and transient behavior of the inner engine by identification of specific gravitational wave features, in temporal behavior and gravitational wave spectra. For the NS-NS and NS-BH mergers, it would be interesting to identify them by different black hole masses and spins, otherwise difficult to pursue by existing electromagnetic observations. For this reason, we emphasize the need for essentially maximally sensitive broadband detection algorithms by exploiting modern high performance computing.
